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bear metal
editors

G’day. Today we have a Special Guest Editor
(‘special’ being the operative word!).
Dave here, temporarily filling in for Adriana, who
unfortunately is unable to type - so I’ll be your host
for this issue. If I sound nervous I’m sorry, probably
because I’m used to drawing cars rather than
writing about them.
Welcome to the ‘new’ Torqueback Issue 8,
spotlighting Charger Specials. Not just any Charger
mind you, but the ‘specials’; the Sportsman of the
VJ range, the White Knight of the VK range, and
the Drifter of the CL range - rare and unusual limited
edition variants of what is today the usually most
valuable and sought after Valiant as a commodity,
the Charger - an iconic Aussie musclecar.
In this issue, our intrepid reporter Adriana will
present us with some member profiles of a White
Knight and a Sportsman. She also searched high
and low to interview an owner of a Drifter, but that’s
like trying to find the Loch Ness Monster, so for
now Torqueback can only provide a brief overview
of that elusive beast. Never fear, we will at some
stage no doubt also spotlight the XL, 770 or R/T
Chargers everybody typically druels over. But that
will be another fascinating story - and today we’re
going to look at something quite different.
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report

So what exactly is it about ducktails? Why is the
Chugga the most famous and well-known of all the
pentastars in Oz?
Well, yes, as a hardtopper I might be accused of
possessing a chip on my shoulder about this but this is a good question to ponder over a few
bourbons, especially at Albury with the folks from
WA. There’s a million subjective answers, and
while I know very little about the short wheelbasers
of the latey variety myself, I think it probably has a
lot to do with the imagination they once captured and continue to command today. Like, who doesn’t
have a scale-model R/T in their loungeroom
display cabinet?
If you think earlier Valiant you might think Pacer, but
if you think later Valiant you’ll always arrive at the
Charger. I believe this stems from their motorsport
connotations - they were not only designed to be a
‘sports’ model but probably were the only Australian
Chrysler to then actually make an impact on motor
racing. The stuff of legend, that racebred pedigree
naturally spilt out onto the street where it lives on
today. I once wrote elsewhere that the Charger was
an ‘all-conquering barbarian’ during the seventies
which ‘dared to invade Bathurst’, taking it right up
to the brand-X’ers who unfortunately (for mine) are
still there - making it kinda boring - today.

Perhaps the Charger epitomises - and takes us all
back to - those halcyon days when Mopar really
held its own as one of the ‘big three’ down under.
So you just gotta respect a Charger.
And whatever model it is, at whatever specs, with
that beautiful fastback, you know it’s gonna be
a tough ride. Naturally then, Alvin Purple always
got lucky in one of these, so follow me down
Memory Lane, and raise up two fingers (the right
way around!) to salute this classic Australian.
“Hey Charger!”
Cheers, Dave Heinrich

the radical view
president's rePORT
DATE
Quite a lot of work has been done behind the
scenes to locate a suitable venue for 2011. We
found a venue and have been planning it out and
at the last minute something has come up - that
means we would have to pass on it this time.
We are all quite disappointed as a lot of work has
gone into it. I was really looking forward to the
improved venue and facilities that it presesnts.
The plan B was to go back to Lockleys again as
we have everything in place and at the very late
time of year we are really behind the eightball
here so we need to get things moving .
Its that time again when the committee is flat out
planning the All Chrysler Day!

There were lots of parking issues last year at
Lockleys so we are trying everything possible to
provide off street parking.

TIME		

EVENT			

HOST

The theme for All Chrysler Day 2011 of course is
the whole H range. There are many body styles
and variations represented here so we hope to
see quite a good turn out.
Remember H included CH as well as the VH
range. Sedan, ute, wagon, charger, and CxC. so
lets hope to see a great turnout.
My work is extremely busy so just a short report
this time so I can get back to it. Our lovely
secretary Cathy is also just as flat out with All
Chrysler Day organising so we apologise there is
no ‘Girl Torque’ in this issue of Torqueback - but
hope you’ll understand.
See ya
Andy Radloff

Clint Anderson’s Drifter Charger clone has proven on the strip that this is not just all about aesthetics...

If you know of an event not mentioned here contact Adriana at mod_madness_66@hotmail.com

BAROSSA VALLEY

Sound & Vision

P.A. and vision hire and sales

6 Petra St, Tanunda
Ph/ Fax 8563 0455
Mob 0427 004 440
barossaair@chariot.net.au
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Boss Automotive Engineering
The 9 inch specialists

Street, race & 4x4 differential specialists for:
* Repairs
* Ratio changes
* LSD & detroit lockers
* Mini spools
* Air lockers
* Conversions

Supply & installation of parts and accessories from
Arb- Moser- strange
Ph. 8387 0178
4 Scarborough Way, Lonsdale, SA, 5160
www.bossdiffs.com.au

22 Donegal Rd,
Londsdale, SA, 5160

PHONE 08 8326 1711
ANDY
MICK

0408 821 608
0407 184 436

- Automotive Repairs
- Servicing
- 4’s, 6’s, 8’s
- Conversions
- Turbo Mods
- Performance Vehicles
- Especially Chryslers!

Redline
Tyre Art
SPECIALIZING IN RED
& WHITE WALLS ON
YOUR TYRES

GEORGE KOLLIS
0408 082 577
redlinetyreart@y7mail.com
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sportsman

rOBERT AND jULIE RAWLINS

beautiful tribute
Our VJ Sportsman Charger was rescued from a
wrecking yard in Adelaide late 1998, by our son.
He completely disassembled the car and made a
rotisserie to put the car on - to make it easier to get
at the body while working on it, which was rusted
out in all the usual places with lots of dents in the
body work.
Two other Chargers were also disassembled which
where used for spares. Soon after starting a full
restoration on the Sportsman, he died as a result
of a car crash, late in 1999.
About 12 months later we started to restore the car
ourselves. It was his plan to get it back to original
condition and show it at Chrysler shows, because
it was a limited edition, of only 399 built. We have
been showing the car now for eight years and
have won many trophies. We’ve also met lots of
new friends as a result of going to these shows
including Adelaide, Geelong, Albury, Bendigo
and Sydney.
The Sportsman has a hemi 265 2-barrel engine with
4 speed manual or 3 speed auto. It was its unusual
paintwork and interior that makes it stand out from
the crowd. All Sportsmans were painted Vintage
Red and White. The interior had reclining bucket
seats, with Wimbledon plaid cloth trim. White
door panels with red carpet at the bottom, which
matched the floor carpet. Matt black instrument
panel and 3 spoke sports steering wheel.
- Robert and Julie Rawlins

buy, sell, swap
trading place
FOR SALE

FOR SALE

WANTED

CARS

MISCELLANEOUS

PARTS

VF ute: $1500; CL Charger body for full resto
$3000; diff $700; 383 motor $750;
313,318 Poly water pump (new) $175
Mick - 0427 249 070

AP5/AP6 Service Manual $40
John Clift, Windsor Gardens - 8261 1634

Bucket seats to suit an AP6, also after an auto
gearknob - ph: 0412 802 498 Steve Tabaka

Decay issue 5 out now! $8 in shops. $7 at club
meetings. Issues 1, 2, 3 and 4 also available.
Featuring VJ hardtop and lots of zombies. See
Darren Koziol ph- 8281 5999

Push button heater and a radio for an S Series
Ph. 0412 259 525

1974 2 door Galant. Average condition. $3000 o.n.o
Dave - 0408 256 099
CM Regal, complete with lots of spares. Features
new shocks, pitman arm, idler arm, suspension
redone, mags, spare bonnets, grills, radiators, fuel
tanks, 1981 aircon, power steering, dual fuel. Only
needs a paint, very little rust.
Brian - 0418 837 291
CL Valiant for sale, needs work. $1300 o.n.o
Dan, Lockleys - 0435 196 515 or 0457 357 326
PARTS
Wrecking: AP5 - CM
Ph or SMS John - 0419 146 294
AP6 Factory manual (factory workshop) front
cover missing. $40. Ph. 0409 697 014- Julie
VG Valiant parts - if they don’t sell they will be
scrapped. Taillights, trim, doors, windows.
Scott Richards, Morgan
- 08 85402414 or 0466 253 979

VC fuel tank filler tube (without cracks)
John - 0412 832 324

Monster hardtop & All Chrysler Day (bourbon
design) prints - A3 on satin paper, digital prints. $3
each or complete set of hardtops (5) for $10. See
Dave. ursis@internode.on.net

Original or repro cloth for CH seat, Gold Scroll type.
Theo - 0408 689 814
Try autofabrics.com

WANTED

Looking for a good trim place.
John - 0427 003 317

CARS
VG ute (must be good and clean)
Tony - 0403 327 551
VF Pacer in reasonable condition.
Bill Skyrm - 0249 469 580 or 0414 378 894
VH Sixpack Charger, must be matching numbers
etc and be in very good condition
Or
VH E55 standard original condition
David - 0409 714 638
S Series
Chris - 0407 186 337

Factory roof rack to suit CL/CM wagon
Iain - 0417 802 474
340 kickdown rod (between carby and bracket)
Chris - 0433 783 778
VH front guards, front and rear bumpers, 3 spd
886 Pacer gearbox
Peter - 0417 819 451
VG VIP L and R front wheel arch moulds, L and
R front eyebrows, seal panel moulds, bonnet,
rear lights
Nick - 0426 196 387

To place an ad... email: mod_madness_66 hotmail.com or fill out the Buy, Sell, and Swap book at the monthly meeting....
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Regal Auto Spares
Regal Auto Trimming & Resto
Family owned business specializing in
automotive interiors, mechanical repairs,
restorations, rust repairs & spare parts for
1960’s- 80’s Chryslers

(03) 9563 3580
37 Edward St, OAKLEIGH, VIC 3166

h
t
a
r
G
c
Pat M

Plumbing Services

Specializing in major installations, such as
storm-water and sewer drainage, hot & cold water
systems. For new homes, building additions or
bathroom renovations.

Elizabeth

Womma Rd
8255 7700

Lonsdale

Christie Rd
8382 1122

www.upullit.com.au

Cheapest Chrysler parts in the trade!

Backhoe and Mini-excavator hire service, with good
rates by the half or full day
Licensed gas plumbing contractor

0409 404 940

Retro Giftshop,
Automobilia &
Kustom 50s
products
BREWBOYS based in Adelaide SA, are craft brewers
of ales, lagers and stouts which have won many
international awards.

Kustom made
badges & promo
items

Contact us via our website to order directly,
or to find your closest stockist.

WWW.BREWBOYS.COM.AU
151 Regency Rd, Croydon Park, SA 5008
PH. (08) 8346 5200

PH. (03) 9588 0279
7A BOUNDARY RD, MORDIALLOC, VIC
WWW.BRADFORDBADGES.COM
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For a limited time we are selling
our ‘Charger Lager’ a filtered
premium beer with iconic style
and magnificent flavour.

Robert and Julie Rawlins
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drifter

COntinued...

The CL GLX sportspack that came along after
used the same grill as the Drifter, and the
same 770 tacho dash. These were released
after the Drifter/Charger ended, with the main
advertisment based on the theme “the spirit of
charger lives on” - it was almost like an updated
Pacer version of a normal sedan.
So with so many variations, and then custom
variations after the fact over the years, how
can you easily tell for sure?
The problem with tracking this model has been
the occurence since of the mixing of sportspacks
and Drifter utes and vans. Just like with R/T
clones, many base or sportspack Chargers have
been decorated with Drifter stripes. While if an
authentic Drifter has survived, it has probably
lost its stripes, not to mention been added to or
refitted with different, more upmarket hardware.
To verify any Chrysler Special you must check
the compliance plate for the build number and
chassis prefix. I know my last Drifter was built
on the last day because ‘FJ13’ was engraved
on the compliance plate - or in plain english,
June 13, 1978.
Luckilly, all Drifters were just an “Appearance
Pack” so they all have an identifying code on
the option plate.

10

A49 for Orange/Yellow/Gold; A34 for White
and A80 for the commercials offered in the
Drifter Pack.
The white Charger Drifters had a different code
because they came with strobe stripes on the
bootlid, the factory needing this seperate code
to be reminded to add this extra decalling.
Customers never got a chance to put together
their own package - they were just pre-made up
and sold. Trim, motor, body and interior as is.
As far as paintjobs were concerned, they were
not made to customer orders like in earlier
models’ combinations, coming in the four
colours only.
The Drifter Paint Codes are:
PB - Impact Orange, YM - Sundance Yellow,
YS - Harvest Gold and WH - Spinnaker White.
The engine was a 265 six or 318 vee-eight,
while the transmission was only an obligatory
4-speed manual - some managed to get air
conditioning but this was almost random. So
if you ever see an auto Drifter it’s either a fake
or someone has added the auto later on in life!
From this we have only one mandatory code,
the 4-speed manual which is D20.

There is much confusion and mismatched
information about the quantity of CL Chargers,
and this affects claims around the last
seventy-five made - consequently with all Drifter
Chargers the first and last chassis numbers are
often now disputable.
CL Chargers totalled 1815 or 1825. There were
purportedly 75 Drifters (an unverified amount of
29 being V8s, and the remaining 46 being 265
6s) made, therefore the chassis number must
be greater than 1770 you’d assume.
Some stats:
Some vague/unverified figures of Drifter
Chargers still in existence;
Sundance Yellow - 8; 1 x 265, 7 x V8
Harvest Gold - 3; 2 x 265, 1 x 318
White - 30; 18 x 265, 12 x 318
And if you’re interested, the even more curious
Drifter Vans:
14 - 265 autos
31 - 318 autos
76 - 265 4speeds
214 - 318 4speeds
= 335 Drifter Vans total
- George Maragos
Many thanks to Clint Anderson and George Maragos
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drifter

GEORGE MARAGOS

In search of the GHOST TIGER...
The CL series Charger was introduced in late October 1976 and ultimately turned out to be
the last Charger model made in Australia when production of the Charger ceased on August
16, 1978. This series featured new front bodywork and was expected to be designated
as the VL series, but CAL decided to rename it CL to reflect the corporate Chrysler name
which was now being applied over the whole range of cars sold in Australia.

A conversation with somebody who knows a
lot about Chargers, and Drifters in particular...
Just like the VJ Sportsman and the VK White
Knight, the Drifter was a quick marketing exercise
to boost falling sales, like most ‘specials’ all you
need to do is add popular options at a discount
price and - bingo, you have a sales winner!

Robert and Julie Rawlins were kind and generous enough to donate
one of their ultra rare ‘Hey Charger‘ dealership bags to the club.

I bought my first Charger - a VJ - in 1978 (probably
owned eight or ten daily drivers for more than
three years at a time). I have since owned two
Drifters and three CLs all up, and found each
one of them to be a great car - although the CL
drives much smoother, has far better brakes and
sound deadening, and doesn’t seem to have the
body flex and noises of earlier cars.
Of my two Drifter Chargers, one was a bit
shabby, while the other had a bit more glamour,
especially being body number 1807 made on the
last day of all the Chargers.

Sure beats seeing a UFO. A complete set of white Drifters is a very rare sight indeed, almost as unusual as seeing a white White Knight...

The original owner of my first Drifter was a farmer
who bought it with a cash government bonus or
subsidy - something like that! In the first year the
stripes peeled off so the dealer replaced them,
then in the following year while out of warranty
they peeled off again. The dealer offered to have
his panel shop paint them on, but the original
owner did not like them much and said - “no,
take them right off and fix it up“. Apparently they
cutback and buffed 90% of the car - and touched
up the rest - it was all good though.

The Charger XL variant was deleted (except for police duties) such that the CL series offered
only the Charger 770 for public sale. However, late in the life of the CL, CAL introduced the
Drifter Pack option for a Charger which was made available in four body colour choices.
Chrysler Australia was basically winding up, and this was probably one last ‘fire sale’ a cosmetic option based around features found on the trendy Drifter panel van and ute.

So how do you pick probably the least-known
incarnation of ironically the most well-known
and coveted Val?
The Drifter Charger uses a standard charger
770 grill but a it’s shade lighter than normal,
which you wont pick up unless you have two
side by side. Basically its a CL Charger grill
with the red highlight in the middle and two
larger honeycomb sections, this grill later on
became the base valiant CM grill in a darker
and non reflective grey.

An authentic Drifter will have the level 2 trim
that was available for CL Chargers, identifiable
by buttons on the cloth seats and a vinyl stripe
down the seat.
However there is no large chrome push-button
on the seat to make it tilt forward, this was done
by pushing down the recline lever on the seat
squab - most people wouldn’t know that but any
CL Charger owner would.

The Commercials - the ute and van - are harder
to spot however, with many base or sportspacks
using Drifter bits and pieces, but typically they
seem to use a white CL Charger grill.

The later 1977 CL Chargers were different to
the initial 1976 runs. The trim was changed and
in the engine bay the brake booster became
smaller, with the master cylinder going to a
plastic see-through type, rather than the metal
container prevalent in the VK to the early CL.

Like most chargers my engine bay had some
minor changes and was no longer a hundred
percent original - today it sports an after
marrket 4bbl manifold, Holley 600 carby and
extractors instead of the original 2bbl Carter
and standard cast iron exhaust manifold, but a
Drifter Charger has an engine bay pretty much
like any standard CL Charger or sedan.

It was the same with the PBR unit fitted to
Holdens and Fords at the time (XD Ford,
HZ Holden).The Valiant brakes were also
upgraded to alloy PBR ones - identical to the
V8 Holden - although for police and other
heavy duty applications the prior VJ-VK girlock
type remained.

Clint Anderson unapologetically built his Drifter replica to go with his prized van and ute.
According to the way he thinks “they should’ve been”, Clint skillfully created his own stripes by
hand, based on the ute. The top of the Charger stripe follows almost a straight line along the
natural crease on the door to the rear quarter, while the bottom of the stripe finishes around the
rear wheel arch. But then part of the top colour band continues over and around the ducktail like
the R/T stripe of a VH. Very clever and deceptively individual.

I bought the other Drifter in 1999, but I had to sell
it in 2008. Interestingly, it was listed on EBAY
earlier this year - so I kept the advert.
I still have pics of it but not in its original form without the stripes, and the side guard and rear
quarter badges are gone with their the holes welded
up and sealed back in 1980. Also techincally wrong
are my engine bay shots which show a holley and
extractors, and the rear shots are also incorrect as
it has black paint betweeen the tailights, instead of
argent/silver, plus it uses a VH-VK bumper. CLs
had a sedan-like bumper with a more square style
which 90% of people wouldn’t pick.
12
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white knight

white knight

andrew clark

continued....

It was at this point I also had the bumper bars
painted in the body colour. I have the original
White Knight front spoiler that was fitted to these
cars but have decided to leave it off for now.
I had it converted to gas in 2000 though it still
can be run on petrol.
A modification was done to the petrol/gas filler
caps - I have had the rear fuel filler entry blanked
out and now have the fuel filler on the right hand
side, and the LPG filler on the left side.

This job was done professionally and even has
the ‘recess’ moulded into the rear quarters just
under the fuel caps like the ‘A84’ R/T track Pack
cars had. I did have 770/R/T flip fuel caps fitted
but currently have body colour caps. I plan to put
the flip caps back on.
I take the car on many interstate trips, simply
because I just love driving it. I have been to
the last 5 Adelaide Chrysler shows, although in
2007 I took my Impact Orange CL Ute which I
bought in 2005 as a second daily driver.

(I sold the Ute just a few weeks ago and bought
a 2007 Falcon XR6 Ute... sorry :-).
I have a few other Chargers...a ‘Vitamin C’
R/T E38 (A87 Track Pack) which has just
been repainted and should be finished in a
few months, a ‘Sunfire Yellow’ VJ E48 which
has also recently been resprayed and am
slowly working on alongside the E38, and
a ‘Frost Green Metallic’ 318 4 speed CL
Charger which is currently road registered.
			 - Andrew Clark

road warrior...
I first bought my ‘White Knight Special’ Charger
in June 1985.
I was racing Valiants in speedway at the time,
which I had been doing since 1982. My first
speedway car though was an HR Holden,
but when I started to race Vals, I started
winning races! My daily driver then was a VB
Commodore, though as I was racing the Vals
and doing quite a lot of work on them, I became
more interested in them and decided to buy one
as my daily driver. I then started to look out for
a good Charger.
As most current Valiant enthusiasts know, back
in the mid eighties Chryslers were worth nearly
nothing, and there was heaps to choose from.
I was looking mainly at CL Chargers but was
prepared to get any model if it was a good car.
After about 3 weeks I spotted a White Knight
Charger going in the opposite direction to me
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in a Newcastle suburb, so I did a U turn and
followed it. 5 minutes later the driver pulled up
at his workplace. His name was Tom and he
was 64 years old. At a quick glance the Charger
looked immaculate, so I asked if he would be
interested in selling the car. He said that he
was going to sell it when he retires, but as he
was only a matter of months away from retiring
he said he would sell it now “if he got the right
money for it”. I had a closer look at the car. It had
34,000 k’s on the speedo, and the only way to
describe it’s condition was simply ‘immaculate’.
When I asked what he would want for it he
hesitated, then said $3,000. I gave him a deposit
and picked it up the next day.
The car is a 8/76 build and Tom bought it as
a ‘demo’ in May 1977 with 5,000k’s on it as it
was used by the dealer principal at ‘Crossroads
Chrysler’ in Newcastle (Ken Delforce - a well
known businessman in Newcastle, now retired
with race horses), to take to and from work each

day since September ‘76. Tom was actually going
to buy a CL Charger but the salesman talked him
into getting this White Knight instead. (All White
Knights were vary late build VK’s and early CL
Chargers were already released). Tom said he
would take the car if they put chrome bumpers
on it, take off the front spoiler (White Knights
had body colour bumpers and front spoiler from
the factory), and fit it up with alloy wheels. He
even put ‘SE’ badges on the side plastic panels
instead of the ‘XL’ badges. Crossroads Chrysler
sold more White Knights than any other dealer
in Australia and this was their last one. The
car still has it’s original log books and the first
registration details show the original owner as
‘Ken Delforce/Crossroads Chrysler’.
It has been my daily driver since the day I
bought it, now showing 334,000k’s on the
speedo. I fitted air-conditioning to it in 1987. In
2001 I had the car resprayed and fitted new
rubbers etc.

Andrew Clark

Andrew Clark

white knight

white knight

andrew clark

continued....
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followed it. 5 minutes later the driver pulled up
at his workplace. His name was Tom and he
was 64 years old. At a quick glance the Charger
looked immaculate, so I asked if he would be
interested in selling the car. He said that he
was going to sell it when he retires, but as he
was only a matter of months away from retiring
he said he would sell it now “if he got the right
money for it”. I had a closer look at the car. It had
34,000 k’s on the speedo, and the only way to
describe it’s condition was simply ‘immaculate’.
When I asked what he would want for it he
hesitated, then said $3,000. I gave him a deposit
and picked it up the next day.
The car is a 8/76 build and Tom bought it as
a ‘demo’ in May 1977 with 5,000k’s on it as it
was used by the dealer principal at ‘Crossroads
Chrysler’ in Newcastle (Ken Delforce - a well
known businessman in Newcastle, now retired
with race horses), to take to and from work each

day since September ‘76. Tom was actually going
to buy a CL Charger but the salesman talked him
into getting this White Knight instead. (All White
Knights were vary late build VK’s and early CL
Chargers were already released). Tom said he
would take the car if they put chrome bumpers
on it, take off the front spoiler (White Knights
had body colour bumpers and front spoiler from
the factory), and fit it up with alloy wheels. He
even put ‘SE’ badges on the side plastic panels
instead of the ‘XL’ badges. Crossroads Chrysler
sold more White Knights than any other dealer
in Australia and this was their last one. The
car still has it’s original log books and the first
registration details show the original owner as
‘Ken Delforce/Crossroads Chrysler’.
It has been my daily driver since the day I
bought it, now showing 334,000k’s on the
speedo. I fitted air-conditioning to it in 1987. In
2001 I had the car resprayed and fitted new
rubbers etc.

drifter

GEORGE MARAGOS

In search of the GHOST TIGER...
The CL series Charger was introduced in late October 1976 and ultimately turned out to be
the last Charger model made in Australia when production of the Charger ceased on August
16, 1978. This series featured new front bodywork and was expected to be designated
as the VL series, but CAL decided to rename it CL to reflect the corporate Chrysler name
which was now being applied over the whole range of cars sold in Australia.

A conversation with somebody who knows a
lot about Chargers, and Drifters in particular...
Just like the VJ Sportsman and the VK White
Knight, the Drifter was a quick marketing exercise
to boost falling sales, like most ‘specials’ all you
need to do is add popular options at a discount
price and - bingo, you have a sales winner!

Robert and Julie Rawlins were kind and generous enough to donate
one of their ultra rare ‘Hey Charger‘ dealership bags to the club.

I bought my first Charger - a VJ - in 1978 (probably
owned eight or ten daily drivers for more than
three years at a time). I have since owned two
Drifters and three CLs all up, and found each
one of them to be a great car - although the CL
drives much smoother, has far better brakes and
sound deadening, and doesn’t seem to have the
body flex and noises of earlier cars.
Of my two Drifter Chargers, one was a bit
shabby, while the other had a bit more glamour,
especially being body number 1807 made on the
last day of all the Chargers.

Sure beats seeing a UFO. A complete set of white Drifters is a very rare sight indeed, almost as unusual as seeing a white White Knight...

The original owner of my first Drifter was a farmer
who bought it with a cash government bonus or
subsidy - something like that! In the first year the
stripes peeled off so the dealer replaced them,
then in the following year while out of warranty
they peeled off again. The dealer offered to have
his panel shop paint them on, but the original
owner did not like them much and said - “no,
take them right off and fix it up“. Apparently they
cutback and buffed 90% of the car - and touched
up the rest - it was all good though.

The Charger XL variant was deleted (except for police duties) such that the CL series offered
only the Charger 770 for public sale. However, late in the life of the CL, CAL introduced the
Drifter Pack option for a Charger which was made available in four body colour choices.
Chrysler Australia was basically winding up, and this was probably one last ‘fire sale’ a cosmetic option based around features found on the trendy Drifter panel van and ute.

So how do you pick probably the least-known
incarnation of ironically the most well-known
and coveted Val?
The Drifter Charger uses a standard charger
770 grill but a it’s shade lighter than normal,
which you wont pick up unless you have two
side by side. Basically its a CL Charger grill
with the red highlight in the middle and two
larger honeycomb sections, this grill later on
became the base valiant CM grill in a darker
and non reflective grey.

An authentic Drifter will have the level 2 trim
that was available for CL Chargers, identifiable
by buttons on the cloth seats and a vinyl stripe
down the seat.
However there is no large chrome push-button
on the seat to make it tilt forward, this was done
by pushing down the recline lever on the seat
squab - most people wouldn’t know that but any
CL Charger owner would.

The Commercials - the ute and van - are harder
to spot however, with many base or sportspacks
using Drifter bits and pieces, but typically they
seem to use a white CL Charger grill.

The later 1977 CL Chargers were different to
the initial 1976 runs. The trim was changed and
in the engine bay the brake booster became
smaller, with the master cylinder going to a
plastic see-through type, rather than the metal
container prevalent in the VK to the early CL.

Like most chargers my engine bay had some
minor changes and was no longer a hundred
percent original - today it sports an after
marrket 4bbl manifold, Holley 600 carby and
extractors instead of the original 2bbl Carter
and standard cast iron exhaust manifold, but a
Drifter Charger has an engine bay pretty much
like any standard CL Charger or sedan.

It was the same with the PBR unit fitted to
Holdens and Fords at the time (XD Ford,
HZ Holden).The Valiant brakes were also
upgraded to alloy PBR ones - identical to the
V8 Holden - although for police and other
heavy duty applications the prior VJ-VK girlock
type remained.

Clint Anderson unapologetically built his Drifter replica to go with his prized van and ute.
According to the way he thinks “they should’ve been”, Clint skillfully created his own stripes by
hand, based on the ute. The top of the Charger stripe follows almost a straight line along the
natural crease on the door to the rear quarter, while the bottom of the stripe finishes around the
rear wheel arch. But then part of the top colour band continues over and around the ducktail like
the R/T stripe of a VH. Very clever and deceptively individual.

I bought the other Drifter in 1999, but I had to sell
it in 2008. Interestingly, it was listed on EBAY
earlier this year - so I kept the advert.
I still have pics of it but not in its original form without the stripes, and the side guard and rear
quarter badges are gone with their the holes welded
up and sealed back in 1980. Also techincally wrong
are my engine bay shots which show a holley and
extractors, and the rear shots are also incorrect as
it has black paint betweeen the tailights, instead of
argent/silver, plus it uses a VH-VK bumper. CLs
had a sedan-like bumper with a more square style
which 90% of people wouldn’t pick.
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drifter

COntinued...

The CL GLX sportspack that came along after
used the same grill as the Drifter, and the
same 770 tacho dash. These were released
after the Drifter/Charger ended, with the main
advertisment based on the theme “the spirit of
charger lives on” - it was almost like an updated
Pacer version of a normal sedan.
So with so many variations, and then custom
variations after the fact over the years, how
can you easily tell for sure?
The problem with tracking this model has been
the occurence since of the mixing of sportspacks
and Drifter utes and vans. Just like with R/T
clones, many base or sportspack Chargers have
been decorated with Drifter stripes. While if an
authentic Drifter has survived, it has probably
lost its stripes, not to mention been added to or
refitted with different, more upmarket hardware.
To verify any Chrysler Special you must check
the compliance plate for the build number and
chassis prefix. I know my last Drifter was built
on the last day because ‘FJ13’ was engraved
on the compliance plate - or in plain english,
June 13, 1978.
Luckilly, all Drifters were just an “Appearance
Pack” so they all have an identifying code on
the option plate.
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A49 for Orange/Yellow/Gold; A34 for White
and A80 for the commercials offered in the
Drifter Pack.
The white Charger Drifters had a different code
because they came with strobe stripes on the
bootlid, the factory needing this seperate code
to be reminded to add this extra decalling.
Customers never got a chance to put together
their own package - they were just pre-made up
and sold. Trim, motor, body and interior as is.
As far as paintjobs were concerned, they were
not made to customer orders like in earlier
models’ combinations, coming in the four
colours only.
The Drifter Paint Codes are:
PB - Impact Orange, YM - Sundance Yellow,
YS - Harvest Gold and WH - Spinnaker White.
The engine was a 265 six or 318 vee-eight,
while the transmission was only an obligatory
4-speed manual - some managed to get air
conditioning but this was almost random. So
if you ever see an auto Drifter it’s either a fake
or someone has added the auto later on in life!
From this we have only one mandatory code,
the 4-speed manual which is D20.

There is much confusion and mismatched
information about the quantity of CL Chargers,
and this affects claims around the last
seventy-five made - consequently with all Drifter
Chargers the first and last chassis numbers are
often now disputable.
CL Chargers totalled 1815 or 1825. There were
purportedly 75 Drifters (an unverified amount of
29 being V8s, and the remaining 46 being 265
6s) made, therefore the chassis number must
be greater than 1770 you’d assume.
Some stats:
Some vague/unverified figures of Drifter
Chargers still in existence;
Sundance Yellow - 8; 1 x 265, 7 x V8
Harvest Gold - 3; 2 x 265, 1 x 318
White - 30; 18 x 265, 12 x 318
And if you’re interested, the even more curious
Drifter Vans:
14 - 265 autos
31 - 318 autos
76 - 265 4speeds
214 - 318 4speeds
= 335 Drifter Vans total
- George Maragos
Many thanks to Clint Anderson and George Maragos
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Regal Auto Spares
Regal Auto Trimming & Resto
Family owned business specializing in
automotive interiors, mechanical repairs,
restorations, rust repairs & spare parts for
1960’s- 80’s Chryslers

(03) 9563 3580
37 Edward St, OAKLEIGH, VIC 3166
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Plumbing Services

Specializing in major installations, such as
storm-water and sewer drainage, hot & cold water
systems. For new homes, building additions or
bathroom renovations.

Elizabeth

Womma Rd
8255 7700

Lonsdale

Christie Rd
8382 1122

www.upullit.com.au

Cheapest Chrysler parts in the trade!

Backhoe and Mini-excavator hire service, with good
rates by the half or full day
Licensed gas plumbing contractor

0409 404 940

Retro Giftshop,
Automobilia &
Kustom 50s
products
BREWBOYS based in Adelaide SA, are craft brewers
of ales, lagers and stouts which have won many
international awards.

Kustom made
badges & promo
items

Contact us via our website to order directly,
or to find your closest stockist.

WWW.BREWBOYS.COM.AU
151 Regency Rd, Croydon Park, SA 5008
PH. (08) 8346 5200

PH. (03) 9588 0279
7A BOUNDARY RD, MORDIALLOC, VIC
WWW.BRADFORDBADGES.COM
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For a limited time we are selling
our ‘Charger Lager’ a filtered
premium beer with iconic style
and magnificent flavour.

Robert and Julie Rawlins

buy, sell, swap
trading place
FOR SALE

FOR SALE

WANTED

CARS

MISCELLANEOUS

PARTS

VF ute: $1500; CL Charger body for full resto
$3000; diff $700; 383 motor $750;
313,318 Poly water pump (new) $175
Mick - 0427 249 070

AP5/AP6 Service Manual $40
John Clift, Windsor Gardens - 8261 1634

Bucket seats to suit an AP6, also after an auto
gearknob - ph: 0412 802 498 Steve Tabaka

Decay issue 5 out now! $8 in shops. $7 at club
meetings. Issues 1, 2, 3 and 4 also available.
Featuring VJ hardtop and lots of zombies. See
Darren Koziol ph- 8281 5999

Push button heater and a radio for an S Series
Ph. 0412 259 525

1974 2 door Galant. Average condition. $3000 o.n.o
Dave - 0408 256 099
CM Regal, complete with lots of spares. Features
new shocks, pitman arm, idler arm, suspension
redone, mags, spare bonnets, grills, radiators, fuel
tanks, 1981 aircon, power steering, dual fuel. Only
needs a paint, very little rust.
Brian - 0418 837 291
CL Valiant for sale, needs work. $1300 o.n.o
Dan, Lockleys - 0435 196 515 or 0457 357 326
PARTS
Wrecking: AP5 - CM
Ph or SMS John - 0419 146 294
AP6 Factory manual (factory workshop) front
cover missing. $40. Ph. 0409 697 014- Julie
VG Valiant parts - if they don’t sell they will be
scrapped. Taillights, trim, doors, windows.
Scott Richards, Morgan
- 08 85402414 or 0466 253 979

VC fuel tank filler tube (without cracks)
John - 0412 832 324

Monster hardtop & All Chrysler Day (bourbon
design) prints - A3 on satin paper, digital prints. $3
each or complete set of hardtops (5) for $10. See
Dave. ursis@internode.on.net

Original or repro cloth for CH seat, Gold Scroll type.
Theo - 0408 689 814
Try autofabrics.com

WANTED

Looking for a good trim place.
John - 0427 003 317

CARS
VG ute (must be good and clean)
Tony - 0403 327 551
VF Pacer in reasonable condition.
Bill Skyrm - 0249 469 580 or 0414 378 894
VH Sixpack Charger, must be matching numbers
etc and be in very good condition
Or
VH E55 standard original condition
David - 0409 714 638
S Series
Chris - 0407 186 337

Factory roof rack to suit CL/CM wagon
Iain - 0417 802 474
340 kickdown rod (between carby and bracket)
Chris - 0433 783 778
VH front guards, front and rear bumpers, 3 spd
886 Pacer gearbox
Peter - 0417 819 451
VG VIP L and R front wheel arch moulds, L and
R front eyebrows, seal panel moulds, bonnet,
rear lights
Nick - 0426 196 387

To place an ad... email: mod_madness_66 hotmail.com or fill out the Buy, Sell, and Swap book at the monthly meeting....
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Boss Automotive Engineering
The 9 inch specialists

Street, race & 4x4 differential specialists for:
* Repairs
* Ratio changes
* LSD & detroit lockers
* Mini spools
* Air lockers
* Conversions

Supply & installation of parts and accessories from
Arb- Moser- strange
Ph. 8387 0178
4 Scarborough Way, Lonsdale, SA, 5160
www.bossdiffs.com.au

22 Donegal Rd,
Londsdale, SA, 5160

PHONE 08 8326 1711
ANDY
MICK

0408 821 608
0407 184 436

- Automotive Repairs
- Servicing
- 4’s, 6’s, 8’s
- Conversions
- Turbo Mods
- Performance Vehicles
- Especially Chryslers!

Redline
Tyre Art
SPECIALIZING IN RED
& WHITE WALLS ON
YOUR TYRES

GEORGE KOLLIS
0408 082 577
redlinetyreart@y7mail.com
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sportsman

rOBERT AND jULIE RAWLINS

beautiful tribute
Our VJ Sportsman Charger was rescued from a
wrecking yard in Adelaide late 1998, by our son.
He completely disassembled the car and made a
rotisserie to put the car on - to make it easier to get
at the body while working on it, which was rusted
out in all the usual places with lots of dents in the
body work.
Two other Chargers were also disassembled which
where used for spares. Soon after starting a full
restoration on the Sportsman, he died as a result
of a car crash, late in 1999.
About 12 months later we started to restore the car
ourselves. It was his plan to get it back to original
condition and show it at Chrysler shows, because
it was a limited edition, of only 399 built. We have
been showing the car now for eight years and
have won many trophies. We’ve also met lots of
new friends as a result of going to these shows
including Adelaide, Geelong, Albury, Bendigo
and Sydney.
The Sportsman has a hemi 265 2-barrel engine with
4 speed manual or 3 speed auto. It was its unusual
paintwork and interior that makes it stand out from
the crowd. All Sportsmans were painted Vintage
Red and White. The interior had reclining bucket
seats, with Wimbledon plaid cloth trim. White
door panels with red carpet at the bottom, which
matched the floor carpet. Matt black instrument
panel and 3 spoke sports steering wheel.
- Robert and Julie Rawlins

the radical view
president's rePORT
DATE
Quite a lot of work has been done behind the
scenes to locate a suitable venue for 2011. We
found a venue and have been planning it out and
at the last minute something has come up - that
means we would have to pass on it this time.
We are all quite disappointed as a lot of work has
gone into it. I was really looking forward to the
improved venue and facilities that it presesnts.
The plan B was to go back to Lockleys again as
we have everything in place and at the very late
time of year we are really behind the eightball
here so we need to get things moving .
Its that time again when the committee is flat out
planning the All Chrysler Day!

There were lots of parking issues last year at
Lockleys so we are trying everything possible to
provide off street parking.

TIME		

EVENT			

HOST

The theme for All Chrysler Day 2011 of course is
the whole H range. There are many body styles
and variations represented here so we hope to
see quite a good turn out.
Remember H included CH as well as the VH
range. Sedan, ute, wagon, charger, and CxC. so
lets hope to see a great turnout.
My work is extremely busy so just a short report
this time so I can get back to it. Our lovely
secretary Cathy is also just as flat out with All
Chrysler Day organising so we apologise there is
no ‘Girl Torque’ in this issue of Torqueback - but
hope you’ll understand.
See ya
Andy Radloff

Clint Anderson’s Drifter Charger clone has proven on the strip that this is not just all about aesthetics...

If you know of an event not mentioned here contact Adriana at mod_madness_66@hotmail.com

BAROSSA VALLEY

Sound & Vision

P.A. and vision hire and sales

6 Petra St, Tanunda
Ph/ Fax 8563 0455
Mob 0427 004 440
barossaair@chariot.net.au
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bear metal
editors

G’day. Today we have a Special Guest Editor
(‘special’ being the operative word!).
Dave here, temporarily filling in for Adriana, who
unfortunately is unable to type - so I’ll be your host
for this issue. If I sound nervous I’m sorry, probably
because I’m used to drawing cars rather than
writing about them.
Welcome to the ‘new’ Torqueback Issue 8,
spotlighting Charger Specials. Not just any Charger
mind you, but the ‘specials’; the Sportsman of the
VJ range, the White Knight of the VK range, and
the Drifter of the CL range - rare and unusual limited
edition variants of what is today the usually most
valuable and sought after Valiant as a commodity,
the Charger - an iconic Aussie musclecar.
In this issue, our intrepid reporter Adriana will
present us with some member profiles of a White
Knight and a Sportsman. She also searched high
and low to interview an owner of a Drifter, but that’s
like trying to find the Loch Ness Monster, so for
now Torqueback can only provide a brief overview
of that elusive beast. Never fear, we will at some
stage no doubt also spotlight the XL, 770 or R/T
Chargers everybody typically druels over. But that
will be another fascinating story - and today we’re
going to look at something quite different.
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So what exactly is it about ducktails? Why is the
Chugga the most famous and well-known of all the
pentastars in Oz?
Well, yes, as a hardtopper I might be accused of
possessing a chip on my shoulder about this but this is a good question to ponder over a few
bourbons, especially at Albury with the folks from
WA. There’s a million subjective answers, and
while I know very little about the short wheelbasers
of the latey variety myself, I think it probably has a
lot to do with the imagination they once captured and continue to command today. Like, who doesn’t
have a scale-model R/T in their loungeroom
display cabinet?
If you think earlier Valiant you might think Pacer, but
if you think later Valiant you’ll always arrive at the
Charger. I believe this stems from their motorsport
connotations - they were not only designed to be a
‘sports’ model but probably were the only Australian
Chrysler to then actually make an impact on motor
racing. The stuff of legend, that racebred pedigree
naturally spilt out onto the street where it lives on
today. I once wrote elsewhere that the Charger was
an ‘all-conquering barbarian’ during the seventies
which ‘dared to invade Bathurst’, taking it right up
to the brand-X’ers who unfortunately (for mine) are
still there - making it kinda boring - today.

Perhaps the Charger epitomises - and takes us all
back to - those halcyon days when Mopar really
held its own as one of the ‘big three’ down under.
So you just gotta respect a Charger.
And whatever model it is, at whatever specs, with
that beautiful fastback, you know it’s gonna be
a tough ride. Naturally then, Alvin Purple always
got lucky in one of these, so follow me down
Memory Lane, and raise up two fingers (the right
way around!) to salute this classic Australian.
“Hey Charger!”
Cheers, Dave Heinrich
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“If it can be done inside a car, Willshire can do it for you”
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President

Andrew Radloff

NOVEMBER 2010 - february 2011

Chrysler
Specialists

Full Re-Trims,
Softops, Custom
Work, Carpets &
More.

Seat Belts &
Child Restraints

Largest range of
Aftermarket Seat
Belts & Child
Anchor Points.

Vice President

Hugh Mortimer
Secretary

Cathy Groot
Treasurer

Roy Bussey

Vehicle Interiors
& Soft-tops

Leather Upholstery or Trim
Kits & Custom Work, Hood
Linings, Soft Tops, Carpets,
Door Trims, Windows & Zips,
Full Vehicle Re-Trims & More.

Extra Seating

Station Wagon
& 4WD
Van & Bus Seating
Recaro Seats.

Events Coordinator

Jason Rowley

Historic Registrar

Stuart Croser

466 South Road, Marleston SA 5033
P: 8292 2500 F: 8292 2555 E: sales@willshire.com.au

FM 7079/C2 148.5x210 Mono

Inspectors
North

John Eckermann
Jason Rowley
South

Chris Hastwell
Herman Kloss
Central

Chris Briscoe
Dave Pollard
Minutes

Iain Carlin
Club Library

Your car. Your car club.
Share your passion
with Shannons.

Iain Carlin

Editorial / Design

Adriana Kloss
Dave Heinrich

That’s why Shannons have Motor, Bike and Home insurance for the real enthusiast, club members just like you. Our
Motor insurance policy offers all the features you want;

Webmaster

Agreed value Choice of repairer Lifetime guarantee on repairs Multi vehicle discount
Laid up cover Limited usage cover Club plate rates Pay by the month premiums

Photography

Add Shannons Home & Contents insurance and receive a 10% Multi-Policy discount with $10,000 worth of
Enthusiast cover included. So call Shannons today on 13 46 46 and talk to an enthusiast just like you.

Dave Heinrich
John Antoniw
Clint Anderson
George Maragos
Adriana Kloss
Enquiries
Club Mobile

0412 426 360
www.cccsa.net.au

INSURANCE FOR MOTORING ENTHUSIASTS | CALL 13 46 46 FOR A QUOTE |
SHANNONS.COM.AU
Shannons Limited is an authorised representative of Australian Alliance Insurance Company Limited, the issuer of this product. Refer to the Product Disclosure Statement by calling 13 46 46.
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Charger Specials

